Innervation regulates the metamorphic fates of larval abdominal muscles in the moth, Manduca sexta.
With the onset of metamorphosis, the abdominal muscles of the moth, Manduca sexta, follow one of three developmental fates: maintenance, respecification, or death. The maintained muscles retain their larval size and morphology throughout adult development. The respecified and dying muscles dedifferentiate, which involves regression, nuclear degeneration, and myofibril breakdown. Nuclei in both dying and respecified muscles also proliferate. The amount of nuclear degeneration is greater in the dying muscle fibers, and the amount of nuclear proliferation is greater in the respecified muscles. Four to ten days after pupation, the sizes of the respecified muscles stabilize while the dying muscles are lost. During regression, a subset of the respecified muscle fibers die. The surviving respecified muscle fibers grow and differentiate during the last half of adult development. In respecified muscles, denervation triggers an increased amount of nuclear degeneration and a decreased amount of nuclear proliferation. As a result, denervated respecified fibers experience increased muscle regression including an increased loss of muscle fibers and sometimes muscle death. Surviving respecified fibers still grow and differentiate yet are only 5 to 12% of the control size. Denervation triggers dedifferentiation in maintained muscles, resulting in fiber loss and occasionally muscle death. The percentage of fibers which dedifferentiate varies between different muscles. Denervation also triggers nuclear proliferation, with the amount of nuclear proliferation correlated with the extent of dedifferentiation of the individual muscle fibers. The dedifferentiated maintained fibers subsequently undergo differentiation in the absence of muscle growth.